
Data Analysis

• Qualitative and quantitative data require different 
methods to be analysed 
• e.g. you cannot analyse numerical data using 

grounded theory 
• Method should be appropriate to research question 
• Amount of data collected should be enough to test 

hypothesis 
• If you have few data points you will not achieve 

statistical significance



Quantitative Data
• Start by looking at the data graphically 

• e.g. frequency distribution 

• Look for trends in the data



Quantitative Data

• Fit a statistical model do the data 
• Statistical models allow us to make predictions 

about the phenomenon being studied 
• The closer the fit between model and data the more 

confident we can be in our predictions 
• The mean is a very simple statistical model 

• e.g. You could predict that if you ask a random 
person what their email password length is, it will 
be 7.7 characters long



Quantitative Data
• Statistical test used depends on: 

• Number of predictor (independent) and outcome 
(dependent) variables 

• Type of variables: categorical vs. continuous 

• If you wanted to the relationship between two 
categorical variables: 
• Effect of type of online advertisement (image vs. 

text) on purchases (yes vs. no) 
• You would use Pearson’s chi-square test



Q&A for finding a test



Bayesian analysis

• Develop a parametrised model of the system that 
you analyse that generates a probability 
distribution of possible outputs, based on the 
parameters 

• Reverse the model so it generates parameters 
based on the output 

• Provide your measurements, and get a probability 
distribution over the parameters



Is a website blocking Tor

• Send two probe packets from a Tor node and a 
non-Tor node 

• If a website blocks Tor, both Tor probes will get no 
response but both non-Tor probes will be 
responded to 

• But probes and their responses could be lost, so 
some websites that seem to be blocking Tor might 
not actually be 

Do you see what i see? Differential treatment of anonymous users (Khattak et al.)



System model (blocking Tor)

P({T,NT} | B)  

T = 0  1

T ∈ {1,2} 0

NT = 0  n2

NT ∈ {1,2}  (1–n)2 + 2n(1–n)



Bayes Law

• P(A | B) – probability of observing event A, given 
that B has been observed to be true (posterior) 

• P(A) – probability of observing event A (prior) 
• P(B) = P(B | A)P(A) + P(B | ¬A)P(¬A)



Inverse system model

P(B | {T,NT})  

T = 0  b/((a+w)n2+b+d)

T ∈ {1,2} 0

NT = 0  bn2/((a+b)n2+d+w)

NT ∈ {1,2}  b/(a+b)



Qualitative Data
• Most qualitative data analysis starts with the identification of 

themes 
• Themes are patterns in the data 
• Analysis involves: 

• Coding (tagging) interesting passages of text (e.g. interview 
transcript) consistently 

• Grouping codes into themes 
• Interpret themes and relate them to research questions 

• e.g. You find several quotes in interviews you made about 
passwords that mention they are “too long”; “too 
complicated”; “difficult to memorise”; “if I don’t write them 
down I will forget for sure”



Qualitative Data
• Thematic analysis stops at the identification of themes 
• Grounded theory analysis goes further 

• You group codes into categories 
• Identify properties and dimensions of each category 

• e.g. category “surveillance” has the property 
“frequency” with a range going from “never” to “often” 

• Relate categories to each other 
• e.g. “high peer pressure” links to “soft drugs 

consumption” 
• Find the main category, i.e. the phenomenon, and write 

theory around it



Qualitative Data
• Seems complex and vague  

but 

• In the end it boils down to spending time looking at 
the data and making sense of it 

• When in doubt stay close to the data 
• i.e. do not make wild interpretations, instead make 

the codes match the corresponding passage of text 
as much as possible



Presenting Results

• What did you find out as a result of your study? 

• Use figures in addition to text: 
• Figures condense information 
• Scientific paper have page limits, but more 

importantly… 
• The reader has attention limits  

• You want to capture and retain their attention 
and interest, not bore them!



Presenting Results

• There should be a logical structure in the way 
results are reported 

• You are taking the reader on a journey with you 
• You are telling a story 
• Even if the story is very rigorous and detailed 

scientifically, it is still a narrative



Presenting Results

• Use descriptive statistics that give an overview of 
the sample composition 

• Present themes identified in qualitative analysis 
• Describe each one 
• Exemplify with quotes from data



Presenting Results

• Describe statistical tests conducted 
• Explain why specific test was chosen? 

• e.g. was data parametric, non-parametric? 
• Describe relationship between variables 
• Were your hypotheses supported? 
• Each statistical test should follow certain 

conventions for how it is reported 
• Leave implications of results for the discussion / 

conclusions section



Conclusions & Further Work
• May be merged with discussion of results 
• Reference to study’s purpose and hypothesis 
• Recap of major findings 
• Interpretation of the results 

• Why did I get these data/find these relationships? 
• What does it imply? 
• Why was my hypothesis rejected? 
• How do my results compare to similar studies? 
• Why were they similar/different?



Conclusions & Further Work
• Limitations of study 

• What prevents findings from being internally valid or 
generalisable (externally valid)? 
• Sample size? 
• Sample composition? 
• Lab setting? 
• Researcher bias? 
• Learning /boredom effects? 

• Academic honesty



Conclusions & Further Work

• What are the implications of your study? 
• For other researchers? 
• For practitioners? 

• What recommendations can you make to 
them? 

• In which way would they improve their 
processes / products?



Conclusions & Further Work
• What is the contribution of your study? 
• Substantive 

• New theory? 
• Update to existing theory? 
• New explanation for a phenomenon already identified? 
• Identification of new phenomenon? 

• Methodological 
• First to solve new problem? 
• First to solve old problem using existing method? 
• Development of new method? 
• Testing of new method?



Conclusions & Further Work

• Future research 
• Which new research questions did your study 

reveal? 
• What would be a good follow-up to your study? 
• Which gaps in your research field would it cover? 
• How could you address the limitations of the 

current study in a new one?



Journals

• Scientific journals started in 
1665 
• French Journal des sçavans  
• English Philosophical 

Transactions of the Royal 
Society  

• Beginning of systematic 
publishing of research 
results 

• There are currently 
thousands of scientific 
journals



Journals
• A scientific/academic journal is a: 

• “[...] peer-reviewed periodical in which scholarship 
relating to a particular academic discipline is 
published. Academic journals serve as forums for 
the introduction and presentation for scrutiny of new 
research, and the critique of existing research. 
Content typically takes the form of articles presenting 
original research, review articles, and book reviews” 

• Source: Wikipedia at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Academic_journal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_journal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_journal


Journals

• Academic articles have two roles 
• Link authors to readers interested in their field 
• Peer-review of work by experts in the area 

• Most scientific fields use journals for publishing 
• Computing is somewhat an exception



Conferences & Workshops
• Scientists meet and exchange ideas 

• Conference/workshop normally consists of 
• Oral presentations of paper 

• Questions and answers 
• Published proceedings (often alternative to journal in 

Computing) 

• Papers may be shepherded 
• Author is assigned a shepherd – less adversarial



Conferences & Workshops

• Workshops also popular form of conferences 
• Tend to be more collaborative or interactive 
• e.g. New Security Paradigms Workshop (NSPW) – 

www.nspw.org  

• Proceedings may be published in electronic form only 
• Association for Computing Machinery’s Digital 

Library 
• IEEE Xplore Digital Library



Conferences Submission 
Process

• Programme chair selects programme committee 
• Call for papers is distributed 

• Area(s) of interest 
• Paper format 

• Anonymous (blind) or not anonymous 
• Dates 

• Submission date 
• Notification date 
• Proceedings/Pre-proceedings date 
• Conference date(s) 
• Post-proceedings deadline (if applicable)



Conferences Submission 
Process

• Call for papers – see Moodle for examples 
• WikiCFP - http://www.wikicfp.com/cfp/ 

Make sure you are 
aware of the main 

focus of the 
conference! 

http://www.wikicfp.com/cfp/


Conferences Submission 
Process

• Authors submit papers by submission date 
• Programme chair assigns submitted papers to 

members of programme committee 
• Usually 2–4 reviews per paper 
• Rules for conflicts of interest 
• A programme committee member may forward 

paper to external reviewer with more expertise 
• Once all reviews carried out programme committee 

discusses which to accept 
• Usually 20-40% of submitted papers



Acceptance Rate NSPW



Acceptance Rate CHI



Acceptance Rate STOC



Conferences Submission 
Process

• Reviews 
• Succinct (1/2 page) 
• Anonymous (usually) 
• Sometimes double-blind – authors anonymous 

• May need to redact certain phrases to maintain 
anonymity 

• Contains comments for program committee and 
comments for authors 

• Authors may or may not take comments into account 
before submitting final version for publication 
• However, problem with submission date extensions!



Conferences Submission 
Process

• Reviews 
• Usually include 

• Summary of paper (e.g. problem, results, conclusions) 
• Contribution made 

• Sometimes only interested in main contribution 
• Strengths and weaknesses 
• Areas for improvement 
• Other references which could be followed up 
• Maybe comments about readability, style, length 
• Decision - Strong/Weak Accept/Reject 

• This is your one page paper review



Journal Submission Process
• In computer science not used so frequently 

• Mostly for major results and additional validation 

• In computer science can submit conference proceedings to journal 
afterwards 

• More elaborate review process 
• Paper assigned to associate editor who selects reviewers 

(usually two) 
• Usually more thorough reviews 
• Lengthier submission process (can take years) 
• May have several rounds of revisions



Hybrid Journal/Conference

• Submission process similar to conference but 
multiple opportunities to submit 
• Usually regular deadlines 
• Sometimes can submit at any time 

• Conference style program committee reviews 
papers 

• Outcome may be accept, reject, or resubmit to 
future issue 

• Accepted papers published throughout year


